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Introduction: What did social media ever do for me?
- I wrote a novel entirely on Facebook. For that, I was listed as one of Mashable’s top 100 writers

on twitter.
- I have run two small presses. The first book I ever published was shortlisted for the Guardian

Not the Booker Prize thanks to its fans on social media.
- My novel The Company of Fellows was voted Blackwell’s Favourite Oxford Novel thanks to my

fans on twitter, and went on to be one of their 2011 staff picks.
- My spoken word show The New Libertines has been playing to sell-out crowds across the UK

since the spring 2011 because word of mouth spread through our social media fanbase converts
to real life crowds.

- I’ve ended up writing regularly for the Guardian, and speaking at events from London Book Fair
to hosting at a literary festival in Birmingham to headlining poetry shows in London - all because
of contacts I’ve made on social media.

Will it do the same for you?
- It may or it may not.
- It depends on your readership.
- I didn’t, and still don’t, do social media to make money. I do it because I enjoy engaging with

people there.

Kevin Kelly’s 1000 true fans as the starting point for social media strategy
- Don’t try to get lots and lots of drive-by buyers.
- Build strong, in-depth, lasting relationships.
- Don’t worry if things happen slowly – the best networks grow slowly and organically.
- Build a community around your work that is engaged with you, and wants to support you.
- Doing this by interaction, by giving (which can, but doesn’t in any way have to, mean giving your

work away free) and sharing, and by having a really strong identity.

More mundanely, what I use social media for
- Meeting other writers with similar interests.
- Arranging and publicising events.
- Writers’ collectives – starting them, collaborating through them, promoting them
- Getting work and invitations.
- In short, using social media is a part of building a wide community around your work,

and should dovetail in with other things you do in the physical world and online so that
each builds connections with the other, forming a stronger mesh.



Twitter
What is twitter?
Twitter is a massive party that everyone’s invited to – the key to surviving and thriving is to find the
people you want to mix with and who want to mix with you.

How to connect with people on twitter
- Following people – use the search function to find out who’s talking about things that interest

you
- Retweeting and favouriting – if people say something interesting and/or helpful, share it!
- Lists - you can use lists to help you track people who tweet in a particular field – this is

particularly useful when your timeline gets busy. You can also follow other people’s lists
- Hashtags – meet people and find conversations by using #hashtags which will show you all

tweets containing the term after the # sign. By using that sign others will also find you. Some
regular events use hashtags and have built substantial communities - #litchat #amwriting
#fridayflash #ff/#followfriday

Netiquette on twitter
- Support and champion other people, not yourself.
- Follow back people who are interesting (if your timeline becomes too busy, you can manage it

with lists).
- When someone speaks to you, answer them.
- Don’t spam people, either publicly or by direct message.
- It’s often hard to convey nuance or depth in 140 characters – avoid getting embroiled in

arguments.

Facebook
- Facebook is more like a houseparty where you’ve invited all your old friends.
- More intimate than twitter – you can share more information about yourself and your work, and

you can.
- A page can be a better focus for a community than your profile as it keeps the personal and

public separate
- Paid promotions don’t always/ever(?) work.
- “like” other pages from your page
- List your page’s interests – that will increase the likelihood of it showing up in searches (click

“add to interests” in the dropdown list from the “cog” symbol

Most important of all is a website/blog
- Creating a place where people experience you in your environment. Embeds their relationship

with you.
- The importance of direct selling.
- Increases people’s desire to learn more, likelihood of people looking at other pages, likelihood of

the next buy also being something of yours, as well as providing context for your work.
- Blogs are free but paid-for blogs can help visibility
- Check your blog’s visibility etc. using Alexa (http://www.alexa.com/)

Key references and further reading
- My bi-monthly column in Words With Jam magazine
- Kevin Kelly on 1000 true fans

http://www.kk.org/thetechnium/archives/2008/03/1000_true_fans.php
- Amanda Palmer’s TED talk “The Art of Asking”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMj_P_6H69g
- Nicola Morgan – Tweet Right http://www.amazon.co.uk/Tweet-Right-Sensible-Persons-

ebook/dp/B005GRATNU


